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Other Coptic letters derived from Demotic are encoded in the Greek and Coptic block.

Coptic alphabetic digits and numbers are encoded in the Coptic Epact Numbers block.

Bohairic Coptic letters

- \u2cb0 ⲡ COPTIC CAPITAL LETTER ALFA
- \u2cb1 Ⲣ COPTIC SMALL LETTER ALFA
- \u2cb2 Ⲣ COPTIC CAPITAL LETTER VIDA
- \u2cb3 ⲣ COPTIC SMALL LETTER VIDA
- \u2cb4 Ⲥ COPTIC CAPITAL LETTER GAMMA
- \u2cb5 ⲥ COPTIC SMALL LETTER GAMMA
- \u2cb6 Ⲧ COPTIC CAPITAL LETTER DALDA
- \u2cb7 ⲧ COPTIC SMALL LETTER DALDA
- \u2cb8 Ⲩ COPTIC CAPITAL LETTER OIE
- \u2cb9 ⲩ COPTIC SMALL LETTER OIE
- \u2cb9 Ψ COPTIC CAPITAL LETTER KAPPA
- \u2cb9 ζ COPTIC SMALL LETTER KAPPA
- \u2cb9 η COPTIC CAPITAL LETTER LAULA
- \u2cb9 η COPTIC SMALL LETTER LAULA
- \u2cb9 ι COPTIC CAPITAL LETTER MI
- \u2cb9 ι COPTIC SMALL LETTER MI
- \u2cb9 ι COPTIC SMALL LETTER NI
- \u2cb9 ι COPTIC SMALL LETTER O
- \u2cb9 ι COPTIC SMALL LETTER O
- \u2cb9 ι COPTIC SMALL LETTER PI
- \u2cb9 ι COPTIC SMALL LETTER PI
- \u2cb9 ι COPTIC SMALL LETTER RO
- \u2cb9 ι COPTIC SMALL LETTER RO
- \u2cb9 ι COPTIC SMALL LETTER SIMA
- \u2cb9 ι COPTIC SMALL LETTER SIMA
- \u2cb9 ι COPTIC SMALL LETTER TAU
- \u2cb9 ι COPTIC SMALL LETTER TAU
- \u2cb9 ι COPTIC SMALL LETTER UA
- \u2cb9 ι COPTIC SMALL LETTER UA
- \u2cb9 ι COPTIC SMALL LETTER FI
- \u2cb9 ι COPTIC SMALL LETTER FI
- \u2cb9 ι COPTIC SMALL LETTER KHI
- \u2cb9 ι COPTIC SMALL LETTER KHI
- \u2cb9 ι COPTIC SMALL LETTER PSI
- \u2cb9 ι COPTIC SMALL LETTER PSI
- \u2cb9 ι COPTIC SMALL LETTER OOU
- \u2cb9 ι COPTIC SMALL LETTER OOU

Old Nubian letters

- \u2cb9 ι COPTIC CAPITAL LETTER OLD NUBIAN SHIMA
- \u2cb9 ι COPTIC SMALL LETTER OLD NUBIAN SHIMA
- \u2cb9 ι COPTIC CAPITAL LETTER OLD NUBIAN DJA
- \u2cb9 ι COPTIC SMALL LETTER OLD NUBIAN DJA
- \u2cb9 ι COPTIC SMALL LETTER OLD NUBIAN NI
- \u2cb9 ι COPTIC SMALL LETTER OLD NUBIAN NI
- \u2cb9 ι COPTIC SMALL LETTER OLD NUBIAN NI
- \u2cb9 ι COPTIC SMALL LETTER OLD NUBIAN WAU
- \u2cb9 ι COPTIC SMALL LETTER OLD NUBIAN WAU

Symbols

- \u2ce4 Κ COPTIC SYMBOL KAI
- \u2ce4 Κ greek kai symbol
- \u2ce5 Μ COPTIC SYMBOL MI
- \u2ce5 Μ greek symbol mi rho
- \u2ce6 Ψ COPTIC SYMBOL PSI
- \u2ce6 Ψ greek symbol psi rho
- \u2ce7 Ο COPTIC SYMBOL STAUROS
- \u2ce7 Ο greek symbol tau rho
- \u2ce8 Π COPTIC SYMBOL TAU
- \u2ce8 Π greek symbol tau rho
- \u2ce9 Ρ COPTIC SYMBOL SHIMA SIMA
- \u2ce9 Ρ greek symbol shima sima
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Cryptogrammic letters
2CEB Ⳬ COPTIC CAPITAL LETTER CRYPTOGRAMMIC SHEI
2CEC ⳬ COPTIC SMALL LETTER CRYPTOGRAMMIC SHEI
2CED Ⳮ COPTIC CAPITAL LETTER CRYPTOGRAMMIC GANGIA
2CEE ⳮ COPTIC SMALL LETTER CRYPTOGRAMMIC GANGIA

Combining marks
2CEF ⳯ COPTIC COMBINING NI ABOVE
• this mark is used in final position and extends above the following character (usually a space)
2CF0 ⳰ COPTIC COMBINING SPIRITUS ASPER
→ 0314 ̕ combining reversed comma above
→ 0485 ҅ combining cyrillic dasia pneumata
2CF1 ⳱ COPTIC COMBINING SPIRITUS LENIS
→ 0313 ̓ combining comma above
→ 0486 ҆ combining cyrillic psili pneumata

Bohairic Coptic letters
2CF2 Ⳳ COPTIC CAPITAL LETTER BOHAIRIC KHEI
→ 03E6 Ϧ coptic capital letter khei
2CF3 ⳳ COPTIC SMALL LETTER BOHAIRIC KHEI
→ 03E7 ϧ coptic small letter khei

Old Nubian punctuation
2CF9 ⳹ COPTIC OLD NUBIAN FULL STOP
2CFA ⳺ COPTIC OLD NUBIAN DIRECT QUESTION MARK
2CFB ⳼ COPTIC OLD NUBIAN INDIRECT QUESTION MARK
2CFC ⳽ COPTIC OLD NUBIAN VERSE DIVIDER

Numeric character
2CFD ⳽ COPTIC FRACTION ONE HALF

Punctuation
2CFE ⳹ COPTIC FULL STOP
2CFF ⳿ COPTIC MORPHOLOGICAL DIVIDER